We explore the newly discovered "hangup-kick" effect, which greatly amplifies the recoil for configurations with partial spin-/ orbital-angular momentum alignment, by studying a set of 48 new simulations of equal-mass, spinning black-hole binaries. We propose a phenomenological model for the recoil that takes this new effect into account and then use this model, in conjunction with statistical distributions for the spin magnitude and orientations, based on accretion simulations, to find the probabilities for observing recoils of several thousand km s −1 . In addition, we provide initial parameters, eccentricities, radiated linear and angular momentum, precession rates and remnant mass, spin, and recoils for all 48 configurations. Our results indicate that surveys exploring peculiar (redshifted or blueshifted) differential line-of-sight velocities should observe at least one case above 2000 km s −1 out of four thousand merged galaxies. On the other hand, the probability that a remnant BH recoils in any direction at a velocity exceeding the ∼ 2000 km s −1 escape velocity of large elliptical galaxies is 0.03%. Probabilities of recoils exceeding the escape velocity quickly rise to 5% for galaxies with escape velocities of 1000 km s −1 and nearly 20% for galaxies with escape velocities of 500 km s −1 . In addition the direction of these large recoils is strongly peaked toward the angular momentum axis, with very low probabilities of recoils exceeding 350 km s −1 for angles larger than 45
I. INTRODUCTION
Speculations about the relevance of gravitational recoils in astrophysical black-hole binary (BHB) mergers can be traced back at least thirty years [1, 2] . The crucial scale of the problem is when those recoils reach velocities comparable to the escape velocities of the relevant structures, i.e. globular clusters, which have escape velocities of 10s of km s −1 , and dwarf, spiral, and giant elliptical galaxies, which have escape velocities from 100s to ∼ 1000 km s −1 for normal galaxies. For large galaxies undergoing major mergers the effective escape velocity can be up to a factor of a few higher at the time of coalescence, as the central potential well deepens rapidly at that time. Once the merger is complete and the stellar systems begins to relax, the potential becomes shallower [3] .
Early attempts to compute recoil velocities from BHB mergers used perturbative [4, 5] and post-Newtonian approximations (see [6] for a review up to 2005) and found recoils up to a few hundred km s −1 , but uncertainties in the computations were of the same order of magnitude as those velocities (see [7] for a more current review). The first computation that used full numerical simulations within the Lazarus approach produced similar results [8] .
The accurate computation of recoil velocities had to wait for the 2005 breakthroughs [9] [10] [11] in Numerical relativity (NR), since it proved to be a genuinely strongfield, highly nonlinear General Relativistic phenomenon. The first systematic study of recoil velocities considered unequal mass, nonspinning BHBs [12] . That study found that the maximum recoil velocity for non-spinning BHBs is 175 km s −1 , which occurs for a mass ratio near 1:3. Unexpectedly, spinning BHBs, with individual spins anti-aligned with each other and both parallel to the angular momentum direction were found to produce recoils of over a factor two larger than the unequal-mass maximum [13, 14] , and a revolution occurred when it was discovered [15] that a configuration of the spins lying in the orbital plane led to recoils of almost [16, 17] 4000 km s −1 . This last figure caught the attention of observational astronomers who began to look for these highly-recoiling BHs by searching the spectral data of galaxies for differential redshifts of several thousand km s −1 . The idea there was that gas close to the BH would remain bound to it, while gas further out in the accretion disk would be left behind. The two gas components would then have different relative redshifts. Initial searches produced the first supermassive recoiling BH candidates [18] [19] [20] [21] and now more thorough surveys have increased the numbers of potential candidates to several dozen [22, 23] . These observations may provide the first confirmation of a general relativistic strong field, highly-dynamical, full-numerical prediction.
A recent study [17] pointed out that configurations with partially aligned spins, which we call the "hangupkick" configuration, can lead to even larger recoil velocities, of nearly 5000 km s −1 . More importantly, these configurations are favored with respect to the "spin in the orbital plane" configuration by the effects of accre-tion on the BHs during very early orbital (Newtonian) stages [24, 25] . We address this question in more detail in this paper. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the numerical methodology to perform the simulations. In Sec. III, we describe the initial configurations of a family of BHBs chosen to model "hangup-kicks". In Sec. IV, we provide the main results of these evolutions in tables of radiated energies, angular and linear momenta, as well as final remnant mass and spin. We then model recoils using empirical fitting formulas. In Sec. V we describe smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations that model accretion onto BHBs to obtain the spin magnitude and direction distribution of the individual spins in merging BHBs for our full numerical simulations. Using these spin direction and magnitude distributions, we give predictions for the recoil distribution and the probabilities of observing large recoils. We discuss the consequences and future extensions of these techniques in Sec. VIII.
II. NUMERICAL RELATIVITY TECHNIQUES
We use the TwoPunctures thorn [26] to generate initial puncture data [27] for the black-hole binary (BHB) simulations described below. These data are characterized by mass parameters m p , which are not the horizon masses, of each BH, as well as the momentum and spin of each BH. We evolve these BHB data-sets using the LazEv [28] implementation of the moving puncture approach [10, 11] with the conformal function W = √ χ = exp(−2φ) suggested by Ref. [29] . For the runs presented here, we use centered, eighth-order finite differencing in space [30] and a fourth-order Runge Kutta time integrator. (Note that we do not upwind the advection terms.) Our code uses the Cactus/EinsteinToolkit [31, 32] infrastructure. We use the Carpet [33] mesh refinement driver to provide a "moving boxes" style of mesh refinement. In this approach refined grids of fixed size are arranged about the coordinate centers of both holes. The Carpet code then moves these fine grids about the computational domain by following the trajectories of the two BHs.
We obtain accurate, convergent waveforms and horizon parameters by evolving this system in conjunction with a modified 1+log lapse and a modified Gamma-driver shift condition [10, 34, 35] , and an initial lapse α(t = 0) = 2/(1 + ψ 4 BL ), where ψ BL is the Brill-Lindquist conformal factor and is given by
where r i is the coordinate location of puncture i. The lapse and shift are evolved with
where we use η = 2 for all simulations presented below. We use AHFinderDirect [36] to locate apparent horizons. We measure the magnitude of the horizon spin using the Isolated Horizon algorithm detailed in Ref. [37] . Note that once we have the horizon spin, we can calculate the horizon mass via the Christodoulou formula
where m irr = A/(16π) and A is the surface area of the horizon, and S H is the spin angular momentum of the BH (in units of M 2 ). In the tables below, we use the variation in the measured horizon irreducible mass and spin during the simulation as a measure of the error in these quantities. We measure radiated energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum, in terms of the radiative Weyl Scalar ψ 4 , using the formulas provided in Refs. [38, 39] . However, rather than using the full ψ 4 , we decompose it into and m modes and solve for the radiated linear momentum, dropping terms with ≥ 5. The formulas in Refs. [38, 39] are valid at r = ∞. We extract the radiated energy-momentum at finite radius and extrapolate to r = ∞ using both linear and quadratic extrapolations. We use the difference of these two extrapolations as a measure of the error.
III. SIMULATIONS
We evolved a set of 48 equal-mass, spinning, quasicircular, "hangup-kick" configurations, with 30 simulations having individual BH spins of magnitude α = 1/ √ 2 and 18 simulations having BH spin magnitudes of α = 0.9, where α is the dimensionless spin of the BH ( α = S H /M 2 H , where S H is the spin angular momentum and M H is the mass of the BH). In the "hangup-kick" configuration, the z components of the individual spins are equal, while the projections of the individual spins onto the orbital plane are equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. The α = 1/ √ 2 configurations were split into five sets of 6, where the runs in each individual set had the same initial angle θ between the spin direction and orbital angular momentum direction (here we chose θ = 22.5
• , 45
. In each set with as given θ, we chose the initial orientation φ i between the in-plane spin and linear momentum to be 0
• , 30
• , 210
• , and 315
• . For the α = 0.9 runs, we used the same initial 6 φ i configurations for θ = 60
• , θ = 30
• , and θ = 15
• . We combine these results with the simulations of [40] (which have θ = 90
• ) in order to perform our analysis below.
Initial data parameters for the 48 simulations are given in Table I . We denote these configurations by AsTHxxxPHyyy, where s indicates the approximate individual spin magnitude (7 for α i = 1/ √ 2 and 9 for α i = 0.9), xxx indicates the angle the spin makes with respect to the z axis, and yyy indicates the angle the spin makes with respect to the y axis. Here xxx and yyy are in degrees. An eccentricity reduction procedure like those given in [41, 42] could be used to generate configurations with very low eccentricity, but the amount of time required to reduce the eccentricity for 48 configurations would have been too long. We therefore chose to start from 3.5 Post-Newtonian (PN) quasicircular orbital parameters from further separations, such that each binary completed 5-6 orbits prior to merger, and then relied on the radiation of angular momentum during this 5-6 orbit inspiral to reduce the eccentricity. The initial separations varied between 10.16M and 8.2M, depending on the magnitude of the hangup effect, with smaller initial separations for configurations that exhibit larger hangups. Example trajectories for several of these configurations are given in Figs. 1 and 2 .
The orbital motion of these BHBs has an interesting property, the spin precession frequency and the orbital frequency agree right near merger (in these coordinates). Initially the spin precession frequencies are much lower than the orbital frequency, but ramp up dramatically near merger. Figure 3 shows this behavior for the different θ and α configurations (for clarity in the plot, we only show the φ i = 0 configurations). Interestingly, the strongest effect seems to be due to the inclination angle θ (which is measured with respect to the orbital angular momentum axis, i.e. the z axis) rather than on the projected z spin or total spin. For a given α and θ there are variations with φ i , but these are smaller than the variations with θ. This rapid increase of the precession frequency near merger (as measured with the techniques of [43] ), increasing all the way up to the orbital frequency, is in contrast with the much milder increase in the spin magnitude due to weak tidal effects [44] . It also lends support to modeling of black hole merger assuming geodetic precession [45] .
In Table II we compare the radiated mass and angular momentum as calculated directly from ψ 4 to the corresponding quantities derived from the remnant mass and spin. The difference between these quantities is a better measurement of the error than those derived from variations in the final horizon mass and spin or in extrapolation of the waveform to infinity. That is, there are systematic errors due to truncation error and finite extraction radius, and the difference between these two measurements gives a lower bound to the error.
The dimensionless spin α merger , the orientation ϕ of the spin during the final orbit and plunge, as well as the remnant BH properties, including recoil velocity, are given in Table III . Note here that the orientation ϕ is the angle that the spin of BH1 (the BH originally located on the positive x axis) makes with the spin of BH1 in the corresponding AsTHxxxPH0 configuration in a rotated frame where infall directions all coincide (see [46] ). Also note that the largest measured recoil for these runs is (4079.5 ± 10.1) km s −1 for the A9TH60PH30 and A9TH60PH210 configurations, which exceeds both the largest measured quasicircular "superkick recoil" of 3300 km s −1 [47] and even the theoretical "superkick maximum" recoil of 3680 ± 130 km s −1 [40] . The values given for the spins near merger should only be taken as an approximation. The spin-up apparent in the A9TH60 simulations (i.e. the difference between α merger and the initial spin of α = 0.9) was due to the lower resolution used in these simulations (simulations of A9TH45 with the same resolution as A9TH60 showed an even stronger spin-up at late times that converged away with higher resolution). Interestingly, these highly-spinning configu-TABLE I: Initial data parameters for the 48 "hangup-kick" configurations. In all cases the puncture masses were chosen such that the total ADM mass of the binary was 1.0 ± 10 −6 M . Here the punctures are located at ±(x, 0, 0) with momenta ±(0, p, 0) and spins S = (±Sx, ±Sy, Sz). The approximate initial eccentricities, eccentricities measured over the last orbit, and the number of orbits, are also given. rations can exhibit both spin-up and spin-down, depending on the location of the refinement boundaries, when not fully resolved. The other A9 runs used higher resolution and show much better spin conservation. We evolve the A9TH15 and A9TH30 configurations with 10 levels of refinement and maximum resolution of h = M/153.6. The width of this level was 2 × 0.35M , while the radius of the horizons grew to 0.24M . Our initial explorations used grids that were smaller in radius, but we found that using larger grids improved the spin conservation considerably. The A9TH60 configuration were evolved with grids a factor of 1.2 coarser, and 
FIG. 2:
The elevation of the trajectory as a function of time for the several of the "hangup-kick" configurations. Note that the "bobbing" amplitude does not necessarily correspond to a large recoil. The A7TH135PH0 configuration has a factor of 2 smaller recoil than he A7TH60PH0 configuration, but a slightly larger bobbing amplitude.
consequently the spins near merger are not as accurate. Note that these A9TH60 runs were performed first, and based on the errors in these simulations, we refined the grid for the other A9 runs.
IV. RESULTS AND MODELING OF RECOIL VELOCITIES
With the discovery of very large recoil [15] velocities for certain configurations of merging spinning BHBs, the need for an empirical model for the recoil velocity as a function of the progenitor's parameters was apparent. Our approach to provide that phenomenological formula was based on the observation that the recoil of spinning BHs is largely generated around the time of merger of the two holes [48] ; and that this nearly instantaneous burst of radiation of linear momentum can be modeled by a parametrized dependence of the leading (on spins and mass ratio) post-Newtonian (PN) expressions for the linear momentum radiated [49] .
In Ref. [50] we extended our original empirical formula for the recoil velocity imparted to the remnant of a BHB merger [15, 16] to include next-to-leading-order corrections (based on the PN work of [51] ), still linear in the spins
where
and η = q/(1 + q) 2 , with q = m 1 /m 2 the mass ratio of the smaller to larger mass hole, α i = S i /m 2 i , m i is shorthand for m H i the mass of BH i, the index ⊥ and refer to perpendicular and parallel to the orbital angular momentum respectively,ê 1 ,ê 2 are orthogonal unit vectors in the orbital plane, and ξ measures the angle between the unequal mass and spin contribution to the recoil velocity in the orbital plane. The angles φ ∆ and φ S are defined as the angle between the in-plane component
respectively and a fiducial direction at merger (see Ref. [46] for a description of the technique). II: A comparison of the radiated mass and angular momentum with the predictions based on the final remnant mass and spin and the initial ADM mass and angular momentum for the 48 "hangup-kick" configurations. 
Phases φ 1 and φ 2 depend on the initial separation of the holes for quasicircular orbits (astrophysically realistic evolutions of comparable masses BHs lead to nearly zero eccentricity mergers).
The most recent published estimates for the above parameters can be found in [46, 52] and references therein.
The current best estimates are:
4 km s −1 , and ξ ∼ 145
• , and K S = −4.254. Here we set B H and B K to zero, which is consistent with the findings in [50] , where it was found that the uncertainties in the coefficients are of the same magnitude as the coefficients themselves.
Although the post-Newtonian approximation fails to provide accurate amplitudes for each velocity component, the above parametrization and fitting to a set of full numerical simulations has shown its predictive power in a number of occasions; for instance by predicting the mass ratio dependence that was later confirmed by sets of lengthy numerical simulations [46] . The success of the original formula allowed the study of higher-order dependencies on the spin of the holes. In a previous study [40] , we found that the "superkick" recoil (where the two BHs have equal mass, equal intrinsic spin magnitudes α, and spins lying in the orbital plane in opposite directions) has the following dependence on the intrinsic spin α and θ=15, α=0.9 θ=30, α=0.9 θ=60, α=0.9 θ=22.5, α=0.707 θ=45, α=0.707 θ=60, α=0.707 θ=120, α=0.707 θ=135, α=0.707
FIG. 3:
Spin precession frequency versus orbital frequencies for α = 1/ √ 2 and α = 0.9 configurations. In each case, only the φi = 0 configuration is shown. The trend appears to be (but see θ = 30 for α = 0.9) that ωspin prec. increases as θ increases, with very little variation with the z component of the spin or even total spin α. Note the at late times (larger Ω orbit ) ωspin prec. approaches Ω orbit , indicating that the spin processes at nearly the same rate as the orbit during the final orbit and plunge.
orientation φ (the angle between the in-plane spin vector and the infall direction near merger), . From that study, it was clear that in the "superkick" configuration, the dominant contribution, even at large α, is linear in α and proportional to cos(φ). Note that because of the small contributions of V 3 and V 1,3 , we neglect these terms in the statistical studies below (where we take a uniform distribution in φ − φ 1 ).
In Ref. [53] an alternative approach to fitting recoil and remnant mass and spin of a merged BHB was developed. It is based on a Taylor expansion in terms of the binary parameters and exploits all the symmetries of the problem (note that our approach also incorporates these symmetries because it is based on PN formulas for the instantaneous recoil). Using one of our previous set of six "superkick" simulations in [16] , the authors in [53] fitted the recoil velocities to terms in cos(φ) and cos(3φ) to extract the cubic (in spin) dependence of the recoil from a single set of simulations with constant total spin. We also modeled that cubic dependence with more simulations including a range of spin magnitude in [40] . Ref. [53] also fitted the recoil velocity as a function of the angle θ that the spins make with the orbital angular momentum using the data from a series of runs reported in Ref. [54] . However, those results are inconclusive since they could not model the recoil as a function of φ or model the precession of the orbital plane using the data in Ref. [54] .
In order to analyze the results of the present simulations, we use the techniques developed in [46] . Briefly, we rotate each configuration such that the trajectories near merger overlap. We then calculate the spins in this rotated frame. The angle ϕ is then defined to be the angle between the AsTHxxPHyyy spin of BH1 (the BH originally located on the positive x axis) and the spin of BH1 in the corresponding AsTHxxPH0 configuration. Note that, for a given family of fixed spin and spin inclination angle θ, the angle ϕ and φ differ by a constant, which can be absorbed in the fitting constants φ 1 and φ 3 . We then fit the recoil to the form
for each set of configurations with the same spin and θ, and then fit the dominant V 1 coefficient as a function of ϕ. Results from these fits are given in Table IV and Figs. 4-6. Note that A9TH60 runs show the largest discrepancies in the fit, consistent with the larger errors in these simulations due to a coarser global resolution (see Sec. III above). Based on the "superkick" formula (5), we expected that the recoil would have the form
where V 1 is the component of the recoil proportional to cos φ, V 1,1 arises from the "superkick" formula, and the remaining terms are proportional to linear, quadratic, and higher orders in S z /m 2 = α cos θ (the spin component in the direction of the orbital angular momentum). Here, we do not consider terms higher-order in the in-plane component of ∆ ∝ α 2 − q α 1 denoted by ∆ ⊥ (∆ ⊥ ∝ α sin θ here), where q is the mass ratio, because our previous studies showed that these terms were small at θ = 90
• . A fit to this ansatz (7) showed that the truncated series appears to converge very slowly with coefficients V 1,1 = (3677. 76 
which can be thought of as a resummation of Eq. (7) with an additional term Eα cos θ, and fit to D, E, F (where we used the prediction of [40] to model the V 1 for θ = 90
• ) and find D = (3684.73 ± 5.67) km s −1 , E = 0.0705 ± 0.0127, and F = −0.6238 ± 0.0098. Note that E is approximately 1/10 of F , indicating that coefficients in this series get progressively smaller faster than in Eq. (7). Interestingly, a fit to just
Dα sin θ failed to produce sensible results (a badly conditioned matrix was encountered). The two formulas (7) and (8) give very similar results for a broad range of α (see Ta- bles V, VI, and VII). We then use Eq. (8) to predict the recoil for higher spin α = 0.9 and test this formula for three angles θ = 90
• , θ = 60
• , and θ = 15 • , with very good agreement (see Fig. 6 ). In actuality, both Eq. (8) and Eq. (7) provide accurate predictions for our measured recoils at α = 0.9. We show the errors in the predictions for the α = 0.9 configurations in Table VI. We also tried fits to
but found that the coefficients were not well determined. In this case, we found D = 3686.34 ± 8.87, E = 0.055 ± 0.056, F = −0.638 ± 0.051, G = −0.014 ± 0.050. The errors in both E and G in this case are larger than the values of the coefficients themselves. We therefore do not use Eq. (9) in the analysis below. Similarly large uncertainties are encountered if the quadratic F correction is in the denominator of Eq. (9) rather than the numerator.
V. BLACK HOLE SPIN EVOLUTION IN GAS RICH GALAXY MERGERS
Full numerical simulations of BHBs typically start when the BHs are at distances of the order of 10M from each other. There are good reasons for this. Numerical runs are still extremely expensive, they need to run on hundreds of nodes for weeks at a time to obtain accurate computations of the gravitational radiation. Those few runs allow us to infer generic behaviors of the remnants, e.g. the modeling of the recoils by the phenomenological Eq. (3). While these initial separations are extremely close by astrophysical standards, most of the nonlinear general relativistic effects take place at these and closer separations. However, if one wants to study statistical distributions of recoils by astrophysical seeds one would like to input realistic spin and mass ratio distributions for the merging BHB. In a first study of such systems we assume an isotropic distribution of the spin direction of the BHs [55] . This could represent "dry" binary mergers. We point out below the relevance of pre-merger accretion to partially align the BH spins with the orbital angular momentum. We then perform a preliminary study of an extended recoil formula (12) to see the differences between the predictions of the recoil formula based on only • measured value comes from Ref. [40] . When applying Eqs. (8) and (7) we use αmerger. The relative error quoted here is the relative error in the prediction based on Eq. (8) linear terms in the spins and the new updated formula [17] . The spins of massive BHs binding in binaries as a result of galaxy mergers can be deeply affected by gas accretion during the last stages of their orbital decay (for separations ∼ < 100 pc). This is due to the gas overdensities that the galaxy mergers are expected to convey into the nuclei of the galaxy remnants. Such dense gas structures have a disk like morphology ("circumnuclear disks"), reminiscent of the initial net angular momentum of the inflowing material, as observed in high resolution simulations [e.g. 56, 57] as well as in real merging systems [e.g. [58] [59] [60] .
Bogdanovic et al [24] proposed a physical process that could align the BH spins with the angular momentum of the nuclear disk in which the binary orbit is embedded, thus leading to slow recoils for the BH remnant. The evolution of the spin directions is due to the torques exerted by the gas accreting onto the BHs. Since this process happens on a timescale shorter than the orbital decay of the BHs in the remnant nucleus, the spins tend to align before the two BHs bind in a binary. As a consequence, the evolution of the spin of each BH in this earlier phase can be studied independently, neglecting the presence of the second BH.
The evolution of spin direction and magnitude is governed on small scales (milli-pc, much smaller than the circumnuclear disk within which BHs, and their accretion disks, are embedded). As shown by [61] , if the orbital angular momentum of an accretion disk around the BH is misaligned with respect to the BH spin, the coupled action of viscosity and relativistic Lense-Thirring precession ('inertial frame dragging') causes important changes in the structure of an accretion disk, warping the disk. The equilibrium profile of the warped disk can be computed by solving the equation:
[see 62], where R is the distance from the BH, v R is the radial drift velocity, Σ is the surface density, Ω is the Keplerian angular velocity of the gas, and ν 1 (ν 2 ) is the radial (vertical) viscosity. L is the local angular momentum surface density of the disk, defined by its modulus L and the unit vectorl that defines its direction. The disk profile that is a solution of Eq. (10) is composed of three regions, whose relative importance depends on the values of the specific disk parameters. In the outermost region the angular momentum of the gas is unperturbed by any relativistic effect, and therefore the direction of the disk's angular momentum is independent of the BH spin. In the inner region, the fluid is forced to rotate in the equatorial plane of the rotating BH, on either prograde or retrograde orbits. Therefore in this inner region the disk is either completely aligned or completely antialigned with respect to the BH spin. Finally, between the inner and outer regions, characterized by different directions of their angular momenta, there exists a transition region, centered at ∼ 100 − 1000 gravitational radii, where the disk is warped connecting the inner and outer parts of the disk, misaligned one with respect to the other. The spin of a BH embedded in a warped disk evolves under the influence of the disk itself. The BH spin evolution is described by the equation [62] :
The first term in Eq. (11) accounts for the angular momentum deposited onto the BH by the accreted gas at the innermost stable orbit (ISO), where Λ(R ISO ) denotes the angular momentum per unit mass [Eq. 12.7.18 in 63] evaluated at R ISO andl(R ISO ) the local disk angular momentum direction, which is parallel to S BH as discussed above. The second term describes the interaction of the BH spin with the warped disk. It is responsible for the evolution of the BH spin direction, and tends to align the direction of the BH spin with the angular momentum of the outer regions of the accretion disk.
The efficiency of the alignment depends on the dynamics of the inflowing material that fuels the small scale accretion disks. It is particularly relevant to determine whether the accretion flow maintains a nearly constant direction of the angular momentum over the growth episode (i.e. the accretion is "coherent"), or not. Only a substantial amount of gas (1 ∼ 10% of the BH mass) accreting from the same plane (for both the BHs) can significantly align the two spins. In order to constrain the degree of coherency of the gas accreting onto the BHs, and to predict the spin configurations in BH binaries, Dotti et al [25] performed numerical simulations of BH pairs in large scale nuclear disks with the N-Body/SPH code GADGET [64] , upgraded to include the accretion physics. Here we give a short summary of the initial conditions for the different runs. For a more detailed discussion, we defer the reader to Refs. [25, 65] .
The two BHs are placed in the plane of a massive circumnuclear gaseous disk, embedded in a larger stellar spheroid. The disk is modeled with ≈ 2 × 10 6 gas particles, has a total mass M Disk = 10 8 M , and follows a Mestel surface density profile Σ(R) ∝ R −1 , where R is the radial distance projected into the disk plane. Dotti et al. truncated the disk at an outer radius of 100 pc. The massive disk is rotationally supported in R and has a vertical thickness of 8 pc. Gas is evolved assuming a polytropic equation of state with index γ = 5/3 or γ = 7/5. In the former case, the disk is termed "hot" as the temperature is proportional to a higher power of density than in the latter class of models ("cold" cases). The cold case has been shown to provide a good approximation to a gas of solar metallicity heated by a starburst [66, 67] . The hot case instead corresponds to an adiabatic monatomic gas, as if radiative cooling were completely suppressed during the merger, for example as a result of radiative heating after gas accretion onto the BHs [56] . The spheroidal component (bulge) is modeled with 10 5 collisionless particles, initially distributed as a Plummer sphere with a total mass M Bulge (= 6.98 × M Disk ). The mass of the bulge within 100 pc is five times the mass of the disk, as suggested by [58] . The BHs are equal in mass (m BH = 4 × 10 6 M ), and their initial separation is 50 pc. A BH is placed at rest at the center of the circumnuclear disk, while the other is moving on an initially eccentric (e 0 0.7) counter-rotating (retrograde BH) or corotating (prograde BH) orbit with respect to the circumnuclear disk. Given the large masses of the disk and the bulge, the dynamics of the moving BH (secondary) is unaffected by the presence of the primary until the BHs form a gravitationally bound system. Furthermore, the gravitational interaction between the orbiting BH and the rotating gas forces the BH to corotate on almost circular orbits with the disk [68, 69] , before the BHs bind in a binary. As a consequence, the initial orbital configurations of the BHs do not influence the final degree of alignment, that, as will be discussed in the following, depends only on the thermodynamical state of the disk.
To follow the evolution of the BH spins, it is necessary to track the dynamics of the gas accreting onto the two central objects. In the simulations discussed in [25] a gas particle can be accreted by a BH if the following two criteria are fulfilled:
• the sum of the kinetic and internal energy of the gas particle is lower than b-times the modulus of its gravitational energy (all the energies are computed with respect to each BH);
• the total mass accreted per unit time onto the BH every timestep is lower than the accretion rate corresponding to the Eddington luminosity computed assuming a radiative efficiency of 10%. The parameter b is a constant that defines the degree to which a particle is bound to the BH in order to be accreted. Dotti et al [25] set b = 0.3. Note that due to the nature of the above criteria, the gas particles can accrete onto the BHs only if the time-varying Bondi-HoyleLyttleton radius is resolved in the simulations. Such a small radius can be resolved only by performing very high resolution simulations. The gravitational softening parameter of the BHs is 0.1 pc. The gravitational softening of the gas particles is set to the same value, in order to prevent numerical errors. This is also the spatial resolution of the hydrodynamical force in the highest density regions [84] .
The simulations discussed in Dotti et al [25] cannot follow the dynamics of the accreting gas on unresolved scales. Dotti and collaborators assume that, below the spatial resolution of the runs, gas settles on standard geometrically thin/optically thick α-disks [70] . The properties of those two unresolved disks (one surrounding each of the two BHs of the binary) embedded in the larger scale circumnuclear disk, are determined by the properties of the accreting material. Each gas particle accreted by the BH carries with it mass and angular momentum. These are data Dotti et al. used to model the unresolved accretion discs around the two BHs, becoming the outer boundary conditions for Eq. (10) and (11) . Specifically, Dotti and collaborators definel edge as the unit vector defining the direction of the angular momentum of the accretion disk in its outermost region, i.e. where it is unaffected by any general relativistic effect. In a warped α-disk the two viscosities (radial, ν 1 and vertical, ν 2 ) can be described in terms of two different dimensionless viscosity parameters, α 1 and α 2 , through the relations ν 1,2 = α 1,2 Hc s , where H is the disk vertical scale height and c s is the sound speed of the gas in the accretion disk. Additionally, α 2 = f 2 /(2α 1 ), with α 1 = 0.1 and f 2 = 0.6 [71] . Further details on the procedure used to evolve the BH spins can be found in [62] .
The resulting distributions of spin magnitudes and in- The probability that the dimensionless spin of a BH in a merging binary has a given magnitude α for BHs in cold disks (squares) and in hot disks (circles). The fits to Beta functions are reasonably good.
clinations with respect to the angular momentum of the newly formed binary are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Red circles refer to BHs embedded in hot disks, blue squares to BHs in cold disks. In both the cases, the well defined angular momentum of the large scale nuclear disk results in coherent accretion flows onto the two BHs, and, as a consequence, in high spins strongly aligned with the angular momentum of the BH binary. Note that, in absence of any alignment, the distributions in Fig. 8 should be ∝ sin(θ) in the whole interval [0, π]. As discussed in [25] , a "hotter" disk, with a stiffer equation of state, is more pressure supported in the center, and, as a consequence, the degree of alignment is lower. Because of this additional support, the accretion rates onto the BHs in the hot runs are lower, corresponding to spin distributions less skewed towards high spin values.
In order to perform the statistical studies below, we fit the spin magnitude and inclination angle distributions above to Beta distributions, which have the form
. Fits to the dimensionless spin magnitudes for BHs in hot and cold gaseous environments give a = 3.212 ± 0.258, b = 1.563 ± 0.093, and a = 5.935±0.642, b = 1.856±0.146, respectively. A comparison of these fits with the measured probabilities of a BH having a given spin magnitude is given in Fig. 7 . Fits to the inclination angle for the hot and cold cases angular distributions give a = 2.018 ± 0.181, b = 5.244 ± 0.604, and a = 2.544 ± 0.198, b = 19.527 ± 2.075, respectively. Note that these distributions P (θ) are for θ in radians. The Beta distribution is not defined for θ > 1, but the data are consistent with near zero probabilities for angles larger than 1 radian. A comparison of these fits with the measured probabilities of a BH having a given spin direction is given in Fig. 8 . The probability that the spin of a BH in a merging binary is at an inclination angle θ with respect to the orbital angular momentum for cold (squares) and hot (circles) circumnuclear disks. The fits to Beta functions are reasonably good, but miss the small tail in the cold distribution.
VI. EXTENDING THE HANGUP-KICK FORMULA
While accretion will tend to align the spins of the two BHs in a BHB with the orbital angular momentum, it will not align the in-plane components of the spins. Additionally, the expected distribution of mass ratios [72] [73] [74] indicates that equal-mass mergers are rare. We therefore need a way to extend Eq. (7) to generic BHBs.
Using the same post-Newtonian analysis [51] as in [50] , we can extend formula (7) to less symmetric configurations by replacing α sin θ by | α n (for n > 1) are negligible. If this is not the case, then our expansion, which can be thought of as a Fourier sine series, would still converge, but our extension would contain errors that may not be small. For example, if a term like (α ⊥ ) 2 α z were present, this would contribute to all even components of the Fourier sine series and when extending the series, we would have to take this into account. This would change the behavior of kick even in more symmetric configurations. This degeneracy in the interpretation of the sine series can be broken by examining configurations with constant α z (while varying α ⊥ ) and constant α ⊥ (while varying α z ). These, and other configurations, will be the subject of an upcoming paper. Our justification for not including these terms is that the higher-order α ⊥ terms are small in the "superkick" configuration. Furthermore, the accuracy with which formula (7) predicts the results of our α = 0.91 simulations supports the conclusion that these terms remain small. This can be verified by confirming that formula (7) is accurate for all θ and α (a subject of our ongoing analysis that will be reported in a forthcoming paper). We emphasize that the proposed extension is an ansatz, that while reasonable as a starting point for the modeling, needs to be thoroughly tested and refined.
Our new ansatz for the recoil velocity modifies Eq. (3) by changing the "superkick" v term. The ansatz has the form (after dropping terms that previous studies indicated were small [50] ):
where S = 2( α 2 + q 2 α 1 )/(1 + q) 2 , and the coefficients we use in the statistical studies below are H = 6.9×10
3 [48] ,
4 , B m = −0.93 [12] , and the remaining coefficients are obtained from Eq. (7) above.
VII. STATISTICAL STUDIES
Using Eq. (12) and the above fitted spin magnitude (α), and direction distributions (θ), the mass ratio distribution suggested in [72] [73] [74] , P (q) ∝ q −0.3 (1 − q), and assuming that the two BHs can have arbitrary orientations for the in-plane component of the spin (i.e. uniform probability in the range 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π), we obtain probabilities for the recoil velocity magnitude and direction. To perform our statistical studies, we choose 10 8 configurations (2 × 10 8 configurations in total) randomly chosen based on the above probability distributions and examine the predicted recoil magnitude and direction. Our results are summarized in Table VIII and Figs. 9 and 10. Although we include the pure unequal mass recoil [v m in Eq. (12)], we note that the modeling of the angle ξ as a function of the binary's parameter is incomplete. However v m has normally a nonleading effect. We therefore chose a constant ξ = 145
• , as suggested in our previous study [48] .
In Fig. 11 we show the probabilities that the recoil has a given inclination angle (angle with respect to the orbital angular momentum) for hot and cold disks. Because of the θ → 180
• − θ symmetry, we map all recoil angles to the interval 0
• ≤ θ ≤ 90
• . Here P (θ) is the probability integrating over all possible recoil magnitudes, i.e. P (θ) = ∞ 0 P (θ, v)dv. The distribution is normalized such that 90 0 P (θ)dθ = 1. The angular distribution is broader for accretion in cold disks, since that tends to suppress the "hangup-kick" and "superkick", while the distribution is more sharply peaked near θ = 0 for hot disks.
This strong angular dependence of the recoil has particular relevance for the studies of the observational con- sequences of merging and kicked BHs surrounded by preexisting gas disks [19, [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] . The merger of a BHB resulting in the remnant BH moving across the matter that surrounded the original BHB would greatly affect the dynamics of the gas and its thermodynamic state. This translates into distinctive electromagnetic signatures that could reveal the presence of recoiling BHs. The effect is very pronounced when the BH recoils in the orbital plane with a large magnitude. The strong preference for large recoils along the axis of the disk over those recoiling along the disk itself can strongly suppress the magnitude of such signatures.
In Fig. 12 we show the recoil velocity distribution for hot and cold disks integrated over 15
• intervals of the inclination angle θ (in Figs. 9 and 10 above, the integration is over 0
• ≤ θ ≤ 180 • ). While in Fig. 13 , we show the integrated probability, Π(v) of a recoil having velocity The probability distribution of the inclination angle θ of the recoil (measured with respect to the axis of the angular momentum) for hot (narrower distribution, red circles) and cold environments (blue squares). Angles are measured in degrees. Note that P (180 • −θ) = P (θ). These distributions were created by mapping θ → 180
If we consider recoils within 15
• of the orbital axis, we see that velocities up to 900 km s −1 are likely (i.e. about 1% probability) for cold disks and up to 1600 km s −1 for hot disks (see also Fig. 13 ). If we look at angles between 15
• and 30
• we see the recoils are limited to less than 800 km s −1 (even for hot disks, a recoil of 600 km s −1 has < 0.1% probability). At larger θ angles, the maximum recoil drops below 270 km s −1 .
Since the most striking effects are likely due to BHs recoiling with large magnitudes through the plane of the disk, it is interesting to examine the probabilities of such events occurring. Even with integrated probabilities of < ∼ 10 −4 , such events may be observed in large surveys of galaxies, e.g. the Sloan Digital Sky Survey DR7 contains ∼ 9 × 10 5 galaxies if the observable ef- fects last long enough. We can see in Figs. 12 and 13 that while in hot disks we can observe recoils of nearly 3000 km s −1 , cold disks limit the maximum observable recoil to 2000 km s −1 . On the other end, if we require the recoiling hole to be within 30
• of the orbital plane (i.e. θ > 60
• ) we cannot observe recoils larger than 250 km s −1 , while at intermediate angles velocities seem limited to 400 km s −1 for both cold and hot disks. In Fig. 14, we show the angular distribution for recoils in given velocity ranges. Again, because of the θ → 180
• − θ symmetry, we map all recoil angles to the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ 90
• . For convenience, we plot the probabilities in degrees rather than radians. For these plots, we used 10 8 randomly chosen binaries consistent with the above distributions for spin magnitude, spin direction, and mass ratio. The maximum angle the recoil can make with the orbital angular momentum axis is very restrictive for large velocities, as is shown in Table X .
VIII. DISCUSSION
We studied in detail a family of BHB configurations with full numerical relativity that allowed us to single out the "hangup-kick". This effect is expected to be relevant in generic BBH mergers since it arises from a combination of generic properties of the orbital dynamics of spinning BHBs, namely the "orbital-hangup effect" [81] and the "superkick effect" [16] . We present evidence that this effect increases the maximum recoil velocity achievable from the merger of two orbiting BHs by up to 1200 km s −1 with respect to previous estimates, approaching nearly 5000 km s −1 . Even more importantly this maximum recoil is reached for spins at angles near 50
• with respect to the orbital momentum of the binary system. We have also shown evidence that accretion in the premerger stage of the binary tends to align spins with the angular momentum of the system, leading to TABLE X: Maximum recoil angle θ (angle with respect to the orbital angular momentum axis) for given recoil velocity ranges. Note here that θmax < δ means that θ must smaller than δ or larger than 180
• − δ.
Range θmax (Hot) θmax (Cold) 0 − 100 km s • − θ are equal. In the plots, closed circles correspond to the smallest range, followed by squares, diamonds, triangles (vertex up), triangles (vertex down), and open circles. The circles on the axis are an artifact of the visualization tool.
distributions that favor the "hangup-kick" configurations with respect to the purely in-plane "superkick" ones. Due to depletion of nearby matter, the merger itself occurs in a "dry" regime where accretion no longer affects the BH spins.
In an attempt to estimate the probability of observing such large recoils in real astronomical systems, we assumed accretion driven distributions for the spin magnitudes and directions, based on the two extreme scenarios of cold and hot disks, and assumed a mass ratio distribution based on independent estimates, to obtain non negligible probabilities of observing recoils of several thousand km s −1 . In particular, the results in Table VIII indicate that surveys exploring peculiar differential radial velocities should observe at least one case of a "line-ofsight" velocity above 2000 km s −1 out of four thousand merged galaxies (assuming "hot" disks). The probability that a remnant BH receives a recoil exceeding the escape velocity (in any direction) of giant galaxies (2000 km s −1 ) is ten times larger. Probabilities of recoils exceeding the escape velocity quickly rise to 5% for galaxies with escape velocities of 1000 km s −1 and nearly 20% for galaxies with escape velocities of 500 km s −1 . These numbers indicate that recoil velocities and modeling the accretion of the supermassive BHs in centers of galaxies should be important ingredients in understanding the growth of supermassive BHs and large scale structure formation in the universe.
Our initial study showed the relevance of recoil and accretion modeling in order to better understand how BHs evolve and grow in the universe. There are several aspects that deserve further study. The recoil formula needs to be further tested and developed in the intermediate mass ratio regime and for fully precessing BHBs. Accretion needs to be modeled at even smaller scales, i.e. at sub-milli-parsecs. In between the accretion regime governed by Newtonian physics and the fully nonlinear regime, a slow adiabatic inspiral occurs. This intermediate regime can be described by semianalytic methods, such as the post-Newtonian approximations. It has been pointed out that resonances for certain mass ratios can lead to further spin alignment [82, 83] and hence change the initial spin distributions used in the applications of the recoil formula (12) . Further theoretical and observational explorations of the recoil phenomena are well worth being pursued since they could represent the first prediction and verification of General Relativity in its most highly dynamical and nonlinear regime.
